
If you haven’t done a resume in a while, many
of the rules have changed. If you have a current
resume, you’re probably wondering what you
can do to your resume to make it more effec-
tive. The Internet changes everything. Here, I
examine the new powers and pitfalls of the
digital resume. Next month, I’ll get down to
specific tactics on constructing your resume.

The resume is an extremely important
document. It summarizes your
entire professional life. It sells your

qualifications. It can open or shut doors. It is
immensely personal.

PERSONAL CONTACTS

As important as your resume is, the per-
sonal contacts that you have and that you
make are even more important. Especially in
a bad job market, IT managers are hiring
people they know. Requisitions are too pre-
cious to hire any professional who is not the
absolutely perfect fit. Although your resume
is extremely important, you should spend
much more time networking (by telephone
and in person) with potential hiring man-
agers and contacts who could introduce you
to a hiring manager. In other words, you
should be interviewing 24/7 with everyone
you can find.

DUAL-USE DOCUMENT

Today’s resume is a dual-use document. It
must be functional both as an electronic docu-
ment and as a printed document. You don’t
know how it might be used, so a single docu-
ment must serve both purposes.

A digital resume must get picked up by the
right key word searches (and ignored by all
others). A hiring manager must be able to
easily view it on his workstation, no matter

how he has his hardware and software set up.
You should correct all spelling and grammar
mistakes. The hiring manager can be distracted
from the content of your resume when his word
processor is underlining potential mistakes.

On paper, the resume should appear pro-
fessional no matter how the computer and
printer are set up. Blank pages or pages with
one line of type should not print. (This hap-
pens a great deal.) Next month, I’ll list a
number of word processing features you
should use to assure that the printed resume
looks as good as possible.

YOUR RESUME’S AUDIENCE

Writing your resume would be much simpler
if you had only one audience. Unfortunately,
you have several audiences to please in this
single document.

First, you need to get past the gatekeepers—
headhunters and internal HR personnel. Many
times, these folks do not have a technical
background. You must spell out exactly how
your qualifications meet the qualifications of
the position. Your objective here is to have this
person pass your resume on to the next level.

Your second audience is the hiring manager
and other influencers in the department. In this
poor economy, these folks are often flooded
with resumes. First, you must make the initial
cut as the hiring manager is scanning the
resumes. Second, you must be able to explain
your specific experience so that the hiring
manager wants to talk with you personally.

TARGETING YOUR
RESUME AND
COVER LETTERS

The most effective method of serving all of
these masters is to submit an integrated cover
letter/resume combination. The cover letter

can do the HR department’s work for them.
You can spell out the requirements of the
position and match your experience to each
item. Job requirements in this market are very
steep. Note related experience if you do not
have exactly what they are looking for in every
category. Often, no one candidate has all the
experience “required” in the job descriptions
I’m seeing today.

When I receive e-mail with a separate cover
letter and resume attachment, I find that I
often skip the cover letter and go directly to
the resume. To assure that your cover letter is
read, insert it as the first page of your resume.
If your requirements/experience grid is a bul-
leted list or a table, it is easy for anyone to
scan and see that you fit the requirements of
the position.

MULTIPLE RESUMES

If you are like most IT professionals, you
could fill various positions that might be open
out there. It is completely valid to emphasize
different skills on your resume to target differ-
ent positions. Always be honest and truthful.

The trap here is that I have found that some
hands-on IT technicians have developed 12,
15, 20 or more resumes for many different
positions. They are spending too much time
rewriting their resume and too little time
meeting people.

KEEP YOUR RESUME
(AND NETWORK) CURRENT

I heard a career counselor say that the first
thing you should do when you get a new job is
update your resume. That’s pretty good
advice. It’s easier to add new accomplish-
ments with all the details when you are in the
middle of the project. Just as important, you
need to keep your personal network vibrant
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and alive. Keep in touch with your former co-workers and friends.
Have lunch with former bosses. Offer to give them the help you need-
ed when you were looking for a new job. It is amazing how good you
feel and how quickly you are repaid.

E-mail your comments and questions to Rick at ask-rick@monar-
chtech.com. Watch for your response in the Ask Rick column in
NaSPA’s E-News e-mail newsletter.  

After founding, growing and selling an international
mainframe software company, Rick now runs
Monarch Technology — www.monarchtech.com — a
national recruiting firm specializing in mainframe and
software company positions.
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